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Academic and commercial institutions from around the world trust in the quality and
consistency of our products. We never ship anything that we would not be confident using for
our own research. Our research scientists, product developers, and engineers have a
significant amount of real-world experience in both industry and academia. Whether you have a
technical question about one of our products or would like to make an enquiry about your
order, we are always happy to help. This product is not eligible for free shipping but we are
working hard to get the best possible rates for delivery worldwide. Please contact us for more
information. For customers in the US and Canada only, we are now covering all import duties
and taxes as part of our USA and Canada delivery guarantee. Create an account with us to add
your VAT number when you check out online or contact us for more information. We aim to
process all in stock orders within one business day and worldwide shipping is via secure
tracked courier services as standard. Complete your purchase online to get your order as soon
as possible. Spend or more for FREE tracked shipping to , normally. For more information,
please see our worldwide shipping page. Make sure your lab is fully equipped and stock up on
high-quality materials, accessories, and consumables with our large order discounts. Poly
N,N'-bisbutylphenyl-N,N'-bisphenyl benzidine, also known as polyTPD, is an excellent hole
transport layer material used in photovoltaics such as perovskite solar cells. As the highest
occupied molecular orbital HOMO of polyTPD matches well with the VB of the perovskite, which
allows for a good transport of holes towards the polyTPD, it is a popular semiconducting
material candidate that is used in the HTL of the perovskite structures. To the best of our
knowledge the technical information provided here is accurate. However, Ossila assume no
liability for the accuracy of this information. The values provided here are typical at the time of
manufacture and may vary over time and from batch to batch. Qualifying orders ship free
worldwide! Fast, secure, and backed by the Ossila guarantee. It looks like you are visiting from ,
click to shop in. We are currently open and operating as normal. Orders are being processed
and dispatched on a daily basis. Click for more information. Price excl. VAT click to shop in.
Total Price. Qualifying orders ship FREE. Sorry, this product has been discontinued. Current
Efficiency 3. Current Efficiency Power Efficiency Sun et al. Photonics, 1, - ; doi Electro-optics of
perovskite solar cells, Q. Lin et al. Photonics, 9, â€” ; doi Enhanced performance of white
polymer light-emitting diodes using polymer blends as hole-transporting layers, Q. Perovskite
solar cells employing organic charge-transport layers, O. Malinkiewicz et al. Photonics 8, â€” ;
doi Zhao et al. Energy Mater. Chen et al. Meng et al. The Ossila website uses cookies for core
functionality. By continuing to browse the website you consent to the use of these cookies.
Close More Information. Select Delivery Country. Close Close and Save. Return to the top. New
technology has been important throughout human history to win wars or to determine the
outcome of revolutions. History teaches us that established rulers do not always adequately
assess technological innovation, and that they do not always act ethically for the greater good
of society. Have you made ethical considerations in the choice of partners, or with partners who
choose you? Can you write something about that? With best regards, Koen. What is ethical for
somebody in some place and time is not ethical for somebody else in other places and or times.
Warm Regards, A. Ruby Yes, I know that using eCat for lighting would already be a great thing.
If the electrical output was pure AC, it should already be able to power an AC motor. But surely
there are currently aspects unknown to us in the eCat output that do not yet make it compatible
with such use. Greetings, Italo R. Dear Dr. Rossi, Can you explain better why the Cat-SKL is
capable of powering batteries and not yet capable of powering an electric motor? Italo R. We are
not ready for them. Best, Ruby. Regards, Svein H. On Power Engineering issue of Fabruary 23rd
Microgrid future is secure and may become smaller and more standardized Rod Walton.
Vormedal: Yes Warm Regards, A. Jan Srajer:. Theoretically yes, but there are many issues to be
studied. If not, may I suggest that one possibility would be to use this audience to advocate for
online social action to accelerate use of E-Cats:. Greg Daigle: Your suggestions are intelligent.
We will have to adjust our strategy when the battle will be on course, depending on the
movements of the negative masses. All you say is important, as well as other elements. Dear AR
Can e-Cat help with this application? Heritage steam railways, such as the South Devon in the
UK, use particular types of coal for their fuel. The closure of a mine in Wales, and more
stringent environmental requirements, will mean they may have to stop. Can you imagine a way
that e-Cat can be used in the boiler to provide the steam? Greg Leonard: Honestly, I do not
know this field of application. I am not able to answer. Is this choice due to the fact that this
kind of loads are served by the Ecat with higher efficiencies? All the best,. Dear Andrea, Here is
a great example of problems that people will no longer have to suffer once the ecat is
distributed! This monster is invading the media worldwide to make true this ordeal, showing
himself acting his philanthropic initiatives that, in reality, are just tax elusion systems. He
reminds me the Joker of the Batman comics. He also confirmed this to a Belgian journalist. I

had the impression that he honestly tries to find a solution for a worldwide problem, but he
seeks it in the wrong direction. Probably he never heard about your work? I wish you all
success in further tests with the E-cat SKL, and with the presentation. I hope your presentation
will show to the world that you have a better solution. Domenico Canino: I think to defend the
planet using uranium and thorium is like to use gasoline to extinguish a fire. To complement the
nuclear fuel using solar sounds like fooling people to me. Dear Andrea! However, solar and
wind energy were nowhere near enough because of their unreliability in generating electricity.
The nuclear power rejected by environmentalists is therefore essential, Gates concluded. My
comment on this; Nuclear power plants probably also smaller ones are dependent on a supply
network. So structures as they are currently common. Your e-cat versions seem to me ideally
suited for decentralized use. Kind regards, you Heinz Sause. Dear Doctor Andrea Rossi, large,
influential companies want to give themselves at least a positive image when it comes to
climate protection. But then I found out that the Bill Gates Foundation is relying on a new
generation of nuclear power plants. Kind regards, Heinz Sause. Heinz Sause: Your comment
surprises me: why do you say that Bill Gates Foundation relies on a new generation of nuclear
plants? Can you give the reference to give evidence of the thruth of this statement? My sources
say they are sustaining renewable sources of energy! In developing and building the E-Cat SKL,
did you use information gained from your understanding of the Aharonov-Bohm effect and the
Zitterbewegung model of the electron, or was the E-Cat SKL developed by experimentation and
iterative change in the design with the physics investigated after? Looking forward to the
demonstration. Can you answer? Physicist: The existence of electron-proton structures at
pico-metric scale have been experimentally given evidence of in references 5, 19, 31 and 52 of
the paper you cited. Do you mean that the eCat SKL will not operate outside? Steven N. Karels:
1. It depends, obviously, from the specific situations. Dear Andrea, Based upon your recent
comments I have a suggested scenario for immediate release of the ecat if the process of
restarting the reactor is something that any layman can perform. In a grid-tied configuration the
grid would automatically assume the load in the event of an inadvertent reactor shutdown. Then
the owner could perform the necessary procedure for restart. Compare this with the refueling
frequency of a fossil-fueled generator currently available, about days for the ecat vs daily for the
generator. The restart procedure would considered as part of the required maintenance of the
ecat. Then after you have determined how to prevent the shutdown, units already in the field
could be retrofitted. You have probably already considered this option but I wanted to make
sure. Svein H. Will a significant number of secret test facilities be installed before the
presentation, which will be presented as references in this context? Is it still proceeding well?
Do you have an estimate yet on the end date? Has any feed back from the Certification body
required modification to the e-cars at assemblies? If 4 has that impacted the certification
process or has it been easily resolved? Is unit level certification complete or near completion?
Is assembly level certification near completion? Are there other aspects requiring certification
such as manufacturing processes and production? Are you able to say anything about the next
steps in the process? Are you happy with how that process is proceeding so far? Stephen: 1.
Dear Dr Rossi A few years ago a few of us signed up to be in the queue for the first Ecat, will
that queue still be available when the new Ecat is released. With many power generating
wind-stations frozen in Texas and thus failing to provide much needed electrical power, can you
safely say that the eCat SKL will properly operate at below freezing temperatures? You once
told me that a presentation will likely be given in Q1 of Given the discussion going on, I assume
it will be later. Any idea when a presentation can be expected? Is the mass production of eCats
already started or are there still issues to be solved? Rinus: I said I hope the presentation would
be made within this year, not within the first quarter of this year. The mass production will be
ready when we will make the presentation. Dear Andrea, When an inadvertent shutdown of the
ecat occurs does it require human intervention to restart the reactor or can the reaction be
restarted automatically by the controller? Dear Andrea, The article by Leonard Weinstein is
interesting although he did not discuss what I perceive to be the least expensive option
available which is a grid-tied SKL in which the grid supplies high power, short term bursts of
energy necessary to operate high power appliances. This configuration eliminates the
expensive, life limited battery pack, an appreciable expense! I understand that reliability is not
just a matter of a few math calculations and only time can tell us if the expected reliability has
been achieved or not. Did you see it? CC: Yes, I read it. I know Leonard Weinstein has been a
very senior scientist of NASA and the fact that he has put his attention on the work of our Team
is important. Thanks, Yuri. Yuri: They may form compact neutral aggregates at a pico-metric
scale intermediate between the atomic and nuclear size formed by a coherent chain of bosonic
electrons with protons located at the center of their ZBW orbits. See also reference 16 in the
paper you gave the link of, Warm Regards, A. Record smashed. Cheers Prof. I think that the

phenomena are still a few orders of magnitude more complex than what can be represented by
mathematical formulas â€” which I believe are simplifications or abstractions. Why do I not
doubt your work despite endless criticism from both amateurs and scientists. Despite the
education I have received, I have my own view of the world order, which is different from what
teachers and textbooks put into me. Any point in space is saturated with an infinite number of
electromagnetic and gravitational fields of various intensities, an infinite number of radiation of
all ranges of various intensities, including an infinite number of photons â€” all from an infinite
number of objects. And any point is permeated by an infinite number of elementary particles of
various energies of which we know, I think, only a small part, most, I think, is simply
inaccessible to our measurements. This means that the energy density at every point in space
tends to infinity. Proceeding from this, it is unreasonable to say that by taking some part of the
energy from any point we violate the law of conservation of energy, it is only transformed. I
failed to understand the physical principles outlined in your article not enough education, I am
not a physicist , but this only concerns the way of transforming energy from an infinite source. I
think this is possible, since it does not contradict my ideas. I wish you success in your hard
work and in the difficult confrontation with skeptics. Looking forward to the presentation and
market launch of E-Cat. In the proposed video, the rings are passive, but I wonder what would
happen if the rings had one or even more internal drives or energy sources. Dear Dr Rossi,
Wuhan scientists claim plasma electric engine. The cement industry is known as a producer of
high CO2 emissions. We need cement as a binding agent for sand and gravel for making
concrete. It is an integral part of the construction of houses, hospitals, bridges and highways.
Attempts are currently being made to capture and store the released CO2, the technology for
this is still being developed and tested. Thermal energy is used for the fire process in the rotary
kiln of the cement works. These are fossil fuels and alternative fuels waste and old tires. This
emits kilograms of CO2 per ton of cement. In , By using the E-CAT, the thermal energy is
produced electrically and the CO2 emissions of this important industry are avoided. So if
someone asks me where the energy gain in the E-Cat comes from, do you think it is correct to
answer as CC wrote. Aleksei Savchenko, thanks for your kind reply. Kind Regards, Giuseppe
Censorio. Using this phrase very difficult to create E-Cat. Best regards, Aleksei. Dear Aleksei
Savchenko: Thank you for answering my comment. Best regards to you, CC. To CC February
14, at AM Dear CC, Due to what what energy did the electron create a coherent state, in order
then to transform into an incoherent state and generate energy? And what about compliance
with the law of conservation of energy? I have always admired with the knowledge of those
scientists, who invented these concepts, and also described in detail, as an eyewitness, every
second of the origin and formation of the Universe 13 billion years ago. Really, dark matter was
discovered not so long ago because it is not near us. And then, according to indirect data,
which can be interpreted in different ways. Consequently, they observed only the effects that
were billions of years ago in the relict Universe now everything may be different there , we do
not see this. It is impossible to transfer relics of antiquity to our days, with an expanding, and
therefore changing its properties of the Universe. Maybe now local astrophysicists in those
distant Galaxies are looking at us, seeing our past billions of years ago, and claiming that dark
matter exists in our solar system, but they do not have it. The Universe is not empty, it expands
and loses part of its energy density ether or Physical Vacuum. In the relict Universe, where we
found the accelerated circular motion of celestial bodies due to excess attraction attributed to
the existence of hypothetical dark matter, due to the higher energy density of the Universe at
that time, it also has completely different physical characteristics and constants, in particular,
the gravitational constant. Increase its value, and the dark mass will simply not be needed. And
analogs of this effect are easy to observe in simple physical experiments. The distribution of the
magnetic field strength around a conductor with current is known here we replace the
gravitational field with a magnetic one. It naturally decreases with distance according to the
hyperbolic law. However, at high currents, there is a deviation from this law and the tension is
less decreases with distance as the characteristics of the environment change. That is, in more
energetic environments Universe , due to changes in the parameters of the field and
gravitational too , the force of attraction decreases weaker from distance. In general, modern
physics, unlike philosophy, incorrectly considers the subject, dividing it into parts, as in the
well-known parable, when seven blind people felt different parts of an elephant, and each had
his own opinion about what it was. Physical Vacuum PV , from which energy and matter
originated, has a million times greater energy density, if only all our visible matter. And it is he
who expands by simultaneously expanding each node of the PV, which has the shape of a
double toroid, constituting the energy lattice of the PV. That is, there is a natural loss of its
energy vortex due to an increase in the radius of the ring swirl of the toroid, due to the pressure
difference between the PV of our Universe, and the space that surrounds our Universe and

about which we do not know anything, and which from this shrinks and slows down our
expansion. And this is how it happens. If you consider the increase in the circle along the radius
every second by the same amount or slightly more, then you will say that the Universe is
expanding uniformly or with a slight acceleration. But if you consider the expansion rate not in
absolute terms, but in relative terms that characterize the essence of the Universe, that is, in
relation to the previous value, and not to the original, then you will see that the expansion rate
decreases. This process is well described in the Indian Vedas, which characterize the stages of
the evolution of the Universe as breathing of Brahma, inhalation and exhalation. That is, the
stage of expansion will be followed by the stage of compression, and all physical chemical
processes in nature will begin to change their direction in matter, there will be not an increase,
but a decrease in entropy, and the processes of spontaneous mixing of components will be very
difficult. This is a separate issue, and it is also briefly described in my articles. Less
responsibility, and it is known that only a FOOL knows everything. Or rather thinks so. I
apologize for the long passage, but maybe he will give someone new ideas. Dear Franz, The
following link shows how the price of electricity has been skyrocketing in recent years and
should be factored into the decision! Dear Andrea, Imagine the benefits of ecat to the camping
community! It can provide all of the conveniences of home including air conditioning. I expect
that camping activities will experience an overwhelming boom! Many may choose a nomadic life
over buying or renting a home! Dear Andrea, here are some hints about Sapphire project
tech;hope you enjoy. Franz However, it depends on how much extra you are willing to pay for
your energy consumption to be environmentally friendly. Regards Svein H. Best regards Franz.
Warm Regards A. Franz: Rossi and his licensees are businessmen. They need to put the price
level in line with the market and their delivery capacity. Dear Mr. Rossi, do you and your
licensees have already an idea of the price for an e-cat? Or at least could you mention a range
this price could be? Per 5KW module or 10 KW module? Frank Acland: 1. We are making
progress day by day 2. This is a Lecture on Nikola Tesla by W. Bernard Carlson from Mary
Washington University. Best Regards, Giuseppe. Giuseppe: Through our experiments, our
Team proposed a theoretical system, but this does not mean we are sure to be right; surely our
theoretical work has suscitated interest, as it is strongly corroborated from the more that 65
thousand Readers of our publication, that is the more read publication among the 16 millions of
publications on Researchgate, a number we could never even think about when it has been
published. Daniele February 10, at PM Le auguro di avere presto il successo che merita con il
suo lavoro. Daniele: The important is that the work we are doing is completed and reliable. All
the rest will be the will of God. If it is useful, it will succeed. Thank you for your kind insight,
Warm Regards, A. But there they are even more free forces and are much closer and related to
the primordial fire and primeval light and nourish the air of the earth, this then the water and the
water weave and strive for the earth and everything that lives on it. But if all this is already to be
found in the ether, then it is a very capable something and not nothing, if it occurs in the same
way in your senses. Thanks for your kind comment. Reference to Scotty is just a fun reference
to Scotty from StarTrek. Best Regards and all the best for your continuing research which I have
to say is always interesting to read here. I would also add the fact that the references added to
the updaye made a month ago have further reinforced my convinction. Dear Stephen, Your
comments are very interesting. Much like neutrons in an atomic nucleus not decaying to
protons. You have mentioned him several times. I did not find his comments at the Forum. Best
regard, Aleksei. I was wondering about Ultra Dense hydrogen how it is associated with coherent
cluster formation and the energy extraction processes in the E-cat and impact if any of the
vacuum fluctuation energy extraction. I wonder if other atoms than Hydrogen would work and
ended up a bit StarTrek not seriously but I think it raises some interesting questions. First of all
if I recall correctly there are two types of ultra dense Hydrogen according to Holmlids work.
UDH chains of hydrogen pairs at pico scale separation that are bound together perhaps
magnetically In a way a magnetic crystal of di-Hydrogen that can apparently oscillate with its
Rydberg state. If I understood your work and the referred to papers it is case 2 that is
associated with the cluster formation and has the particular characteristics that generate and
transfer energy and perhaps ultimately tapping into vacuum fluctuations when used in the way
discussed in the context of the e-cat. I also recall you mentioning it was better with Protium
than Deuterium I think due to the larger nuclear magnetic moment. Is that right? Other atoms
might have a large nuclear magnetic moment but would on the face of it be difficult to make into
similar ultra dense binary pairs structures due to the number of electrons and associated
orbitals. To make something like ultra dense binary pairs that could themselves form chains it
would have to look like Hydrogen but also allow picometer separation. So group 1 Alkali metals
such as Lithium, magnesium, potassium etc might fit the bill if the inner electrons orbitals could
be squeezed down to pico scale might fit. Of these only Lithium has a large nuclear magnetic

moment. Even higher than Protium in fact. Well maybe with muons. If the pair of inner electrons
were replaced by muons. Then I suppose they would have very close orbitals. This would then
make the core inner pair of muons and nucleus look like a hydrogen nucleus at beyond small
pico scales. Could that muonic Lithium atom with an outer electron collapse to ultra dense state
in a similar way to UDH? Li7 with muons in the 1s orbital would have a muonic 1s orbital radius
0. Since there would be 2 cooper paired muons in the 1s orbital and they are heavier than
electrons the CoM may be out side or closer to the edge of the nucleus. Making a more dynamic
rotation of the nuclei. These kinds of Li based Ultradense structures could perhaps have an
advantage over protium. Their magnetic moment adjusted and increased perhaps by exciting
and de-exciting the nuclei to higher energy levels. I know you have moved on a lot from that
earlier work but I wonder would that have an even higher nuclear magnetic moment than in
ground state? Would a Cooper pair of negative muons in an inner atomic orbitals remain more
stable than is typically the case of free particles? What if those muons were coherent and
relativistic? Like the electrons in the ecat clusters? Would the be stable or have a longer half
life. In a neutron rich nucleus such as Li7 would muons be prevented from interaction with that
nucleus and triggering a nuclear decay? If you have a larger nucleus such as Li7 could you
modify the magnetic moment by exciting it with synchrotron emission for example? Perhaps
resulting increasing density, coherence and or coupling in some ways? Even if the muon
half-life remains a couple of milliseconds. Could the cluster formation and lifecycle be
significantly shorter than this? If any of this was possible would it be useful and what would the
consequences be? Would it bring benefits over using Protium? Muons might be forbidden to
decay to electrons in an environment where electrons are degenerate. Would not that prevent
those inner muons decaying? Stephen: Thank you for your elaborate insight, albeit I am not
able to comment it. Maybe some of our Readers is. I am getting inspiration from Nikola Tesla.
On Power Engineering issue of February 9 Critical feedwater chemistry for heat recovery steam
generators Rod Walton. Dear Andrea, It is not clear to me how an electron beam, a test you
explained to Paola, could influence the nucleus dynamic. Can you explain what effect would be
expected if it would influence during the test? Why was chosen for an electron beam? Thank
you. Kind regards, Gerard. Gerard McEk: should such Scalar fields cause instability of the
nuclea of the positive ions present in the plasma, a kV flow of electrons would cause some
visible effect on the plasma cloud, albeit I must also say that some authors claim the contrary,
as you can see in ref. Rossi, i asked about the licensees because i reckon, the more you have
the sooner we get the e-cat. It is very long to wait until the fourth quarter. Joseph, An interesting
aspect of the subluminal and superluminal argument is that the equations for superluminal
velocities have limits from c speed of light to infinity while the limits of subluminal velocities go
from c to zero in most mathematical treatments. However there is no reason that negative
velocities cannot be included in these equations therefore negative movement in any physical
system cannot be ruled out. So back to the future is theoretically possible. Strange regards.
Paola: Apparently not, as I can assume from the experiment we made putting a flow of electrons
at kV in parallel with the plasma. Dear Dr Rossi Will you be enabling companies in other
countries to have the rights to refill the empty E Cat fuel cartridges or will it be strictly through
the manufacturer. Seeing what is happening around the world with supply chains it would be
more secure if the fuel is produced locally. For years, these two theories or three as Dragan
pointed out seemed irreconcilable. Usually, the discussions were about applying relativities to
large distances e. While Quantum Physics has peculiar properties and seems unrelated to
Relativity, Dragan has found a way to derive quantum mechanical properties from Relativity.
Although, his ideas have their own peculiarities. I thought this could be an interesting addition
to your collection of messages. Perhaps, there are new applications or ideas here waiting to be
found. Thomas Florek: Hi, Thomas! It will be fun. I believe your presentation of the Ecat SKL will
be a veritable reminder of what Nikolas Tesla made at the Expo of Chicaco at the end of the 19th
century, as reader said yesterday in a comment here. Goof luck, CC. Rossi Finally the last
question. Warm Regards. I whish you all the best in your fantastic work! I hope you will come to
the market this year. Maybe this Article will interest you, a new explanation of the ever
expanding Universe. Some how I feel this may be an explanation of the e-cat, the power from
something to appears to be empty but is not. Dear Dr Andrea Rossi: in par. Madaline: Being a
transfer of of energy, there is not a loss or gain of energy, therefore there is neither. I am
interested in your comments and suggestions; please send them to eaw woudy. Eric A.
Woudenberg: Great work, thank you for the help you donate us ten years since! For weeks Mac
users like myself were unable to do so, but it looks like the Mac OS most recent update has
fixed this issue. Secondly, I was wondering about the outcome if you were to replace the normal
charge cartridge of the Ecat with a cartridge of non working ingredients say, without hydrogen.
Which of the following scenarios would best describe the outcome? Mark U: The A. Warm

regards, A. Rossi, can you meanwhile tell us a date or at least the quarter for the presentation?
The plant for e-cat is ready, maybe you are also able to tell us the quarter when the sales to the
industry- and the home-version of the e-cat will start? Best regards Rudi. Thank you for the link,
Warm Regards, A. Is the new minimal e-cat SKL something similar in size to the e-cat QX or
something more fundamental or something else altogether. I appreciate the technology is
substantially evolved from the e-cat QX. Electricity rather than heat. Improved maters and
control. But I wonder if the are comparable in size and power. We made an enormous progress.
Thank you for your attentin to our work, Warm Regards, A. Dear Andrea, As most of us do not
understand physics I am biologist I would recommend very kindly that you, at the presentation,
please explain in very layman terms the theory behind the Rossi Effect. Another suggestion. If
you are very close to selling the ecat as product and you are going to present this as novelty,
the style should be proposed as a commercial. I would ask investors to spend a bit of money in
preparing a professional show followed by a fancy video-commercial. Unless, you are far from
this stage and you will present only as experiment, proof-of-concept, and a prototype. That is a
different thing. I wish you all the best. Dear Jitze, My electrical requirements could be satisfied
by a. The difference is because in an off-grid configuration the ecat must provide the worst case
instantaneous load while in the grid-connected configuration the instantaneous bursts can be
drawn from the grid. Tout le monde verrait que celui-ci coulisse librement sur le fil! It describes
an energy-mass change, whose sign depends on the sign of the product eS. This is a
consequence of a vacuum polarization generated by the scalar field S. Dr Rossi, The idea to
present the Ecat SKL using as a load also lights reminds me the Tesla illumination of the
Chicago Expo of the year he invented the alternate current illumination, you are inventing the
illumination made by a current with more energy than the consumed energy. All the best,
Norma. KeithT: our experiments have corroborated the theoretical system explained in the
paper on Researchgate, and at the presentation a synthesis of this fact I think will have to be
explained. Vormedal: Premature, Warm Regards, A. One of them would be equipping living
spaces with heaters. Infrared heating is particularly suitable for this. Today, infrared heaters can
be produced with extremely thin wallpaper, such as those used in the automotive industry for
seat heaters. These infrared heating wallpapers can be glued and painted on the wall. The
wallpapers are available with outputs of Due to its small size, it can be attached to the
corresponding wall together with the infrared heater without additional cables having to be laid.
In addition, infrared heating offers many advantages for residents over normal conventional
heating. Recommendations Citations 22 Total Research Interest index Congratulations for this
record smashing numbers achievementâ€¦and counting Ad majora, Prof. All the best to you and
your team, Curtis. Dr Rossi: Is it correct that the radial charge displacement described in your
answer to Oren Teichmiller can be made by the pinch effect generated by short and intense
current pulses? Is the performance of the industrial E-Cat SKL plant that you have been
building satisfactory to you yet? Dear Andrea, It seems to me that a sub kW ecat would be ideal
for residential applications when tied to the grid. My personal usage is approximately kWh per
year so a 0. And I assume the price of an ecat will be proportional to capacity. And countingâ€¦
Strong congratulations, this is an unbelievable achievement, ad majora, Prof. Prof: Thank you
for the update, I am very happy to read this really surprising achievement, Warm Regards, A.
Here in the Netherlands we have years where we need to m3 of natural gas per house to have a
pleasantly warm house and to cool in the summer , which is comparable to to kWh. For normal
use such as lighting, etc. An E-cat with 2 kWh provides enough energy to switch to electric
only. Peak loads can also be absorbed with a grid connection or with a battery pack.
Plasmahugger: The vector P is the sum of the Poynting vector and a vector equal to the product
of the scalar field S and the electric field E. The scalar field S is generally ignored; the scalar
field S and the vector SE are generally ignored, but their importance has been recognized by
many authors: see in my paper the references 7, 29, 30, 37, 43, Corinne and Quinto Thank you
for your comments and the very interesting links: I like them Gertrud. Quinto: Great comment!
Very interesting links, mainly the first one! Cheers, Roberto. Corinne: To enrich your
investigations, please read these links from Sifferkoll: in the first one the avatar F. Are they
storable over long times years? If Corinne says that the troll Mr. Ruby: The idea that Vacuum is
structured and that can be exploited to localize energy extracted from the environment needs a
definition of this structure and its relation with energy and matter. The second one requires an
encoding of their relations with both the energy density and the energy flux in the space-time
continuum. See par. Absent testing, do you see any reason why eCat-SKL technology would not
work on or within the Moon lower gravityâ€¦ assume proper environmental control? I assume 3
â€” 4 20 kWe devices to allow for fuel replacement on a scheduled basis. What is your
recommended maximum continuous operating time limitation? Karels: I am not able to answer
questions related to the use of an Ecat on the Moonâ€¦let us start on the Earth. Many years ago

Mats Lewan wrote the book An Impossible Invention which I think has been read by many of us
who have followed you throughout the years. There has been very little heard from Mats after
his engagement in your Stockholm presentation in May I ask if Mats is still around? Kind
regards, Calle H. I continue to update him about our progress. Dear Dr Andrea Rossi: I am
following your work ten years since and I think your efforts are among the most important
enterprises in the world for the defense of our planet. His action has been of interest to me,
because he is disparaging you many years since and, although he says he is a nuclear
engineer, in thousands of comments he sent to many blogs against you he never made a single
statement with the dignity of a scientific contribution: he wrote only and exclusively totally
groundless insults, aimed exclusively to disparage your character. I counted so many
comments of him against you, that, calculating the time necessary to write them, I discovered
he works practically full time to disparage you. I am a detective and this behavior raised my
curiosity, so I decided to dedicate part of my free time to investigate this person, also using
some sophisticated tool. Here is what I discovered: Mr F. He is an avatar, created by a PR
company with the precise task to disparage you. You intelligently have always simply ignored
him, and you did well; as a matter of fact, should you answer, he would simply amplify his
action, inventing new disparaging issues. He is able, using a refined skill to enter any medium
wherein he wants to disparage you. He dedicates his full time to discover whatever contact you
have to disseminate bad things about you, bad things that he invents time by time. The PR
agency that created him shows that he is a nuclear engineer, but he has never been able to
comment in a sustainable scientific way your demonstrations and your publications; he just
repeats anytime and everywhere the same insults. The PR agency that has invented this avatar
is paid to do this. You know them very well, and you would not be too much surprised about the
name. I have further investigated about their activity: not the official one, that is a cover, but
their real source of income. I am sending to your email address my real address and some hint
of what I got. If you are interested, please contact me. May I ask some update type questions?
Just to get an idea of the status and how things are progressing. I are you and your partners
still producing e-cats for testing? If so have you now produced much more than modules? Can
you say roughly how how many? I recall you were testing assemblies off modules. Have you
already started testing larger assemblies maybe with or modules? Has the electrical vs thermal
efficiency of the e-cats further improved in recent months? I think you mentioned you are
generating different sized ecats. Is this different sized assemblies or is it different sized e-cat
modules? I think you mentioned you are also making a minimal sized e-cat SKL. Such a small
low power device might be optimal for some particular needs appliance power supply or
portable for example 7. Is your main focus now in getting the production lines on line and up
and running or do you still have time for some research and development? Do you have a
preferred naming to distinguish these? Also for the reactor module. Do you have a preference
to how we refer to that. Can you say how the certification process is going. Is it progressing
well and are you happy with if so far. If there are delays due to lockdowns and such do you have
a strategy to deal with this. I guess improvements and developments never stop regardless. Has
you plan for the presentation evolved due to greater development and maturity of the product
and business development? Sorry a lot of status questions there but from past experience I
have the impression things move fast in your work. As always all the best to you and your team.
I hope is your year and a time of positive change for all of us. Warm Regards Jan Srajer. Sam:
Thank you for informing us of the passing away of Martinus Veltman and of his life dedicated to
the development of science. We of the JoNP express to his family our deepest condolences.
The conference will be held in partnership with Italy. Your presentation there would be ideal.
Vormedal: Thank you for the information, Warm Regards, A. February 23, at PM. Andrea Rossi.
Koen Vandewalle. February 23, at AM. Rod Walton. February 22, at PM. Jan Srajer. February 22,
at AM. Greg Daigle. Greg Leonard. February 21, at PM. Chuck Davis. February 20, at PM.
February 21, at AM. February 20, at AM. February 19, at PM. Heinz Sause. February 19, at AM.
February 18, at PM. Drew Glista. February 18, at AM. February 17, at PM. February 17, at AM.
February 16, at PM. Rick February 16, at AM. February 15, at PM. February 15, at AM. Iggy
Dalrymple. Ulrich Kranz. February 14, at PM. Frank Acland. Giuseppe Censorio. Aleksei
Savchenko. February 14, at AM. February 13, at PM. February 13, at AM. February 12, at PM.
Ariel Sherfield. February 12, at AM. February 11, at AM. Salvatore Boi. February 10, at PM.
February 10, at AM. Bob Belovich. February 9, at PM. February 9, at AM. Gerard McEk. February
8, at PM. February 8, at AM. February 7, at PM. Joseph Fine. Thomas Florek. February 7, at AM.
February 6, at PM. February 5, at PM. February 6, at AM. Matias Mattsson. Eric A Woudenberg.
Mark U. February 3, at PM. February 5, at AM. February 4, at PM. February 4, at AM. February 3,
at AM. February 2, at PM. February 2, at AM. Brittany Itri. February 1, at AM. Oren Teichmiller.
January 31, at PM. January 31, at AM. Gertrud Kishbaugh. January 30, at PM. January 30, at AM.

January 29, at PM. January 27, at PM. January 29, at AM. January 28, at AM. Calle H. January 28,
at PM. January 27, at AM. January 26, at PM. January 26, at AM. SIBU: There was a mad rush by
residents of Song district to buy daily necessities before the movement control order comes
into effect on Tuesday Feb 2. A number of Covid positive cases were reported from longhouses
on Jalan Takan over the last few days. One motorist from Sibu Jaya was asked to turn back as
he did not have valid reason to travel to Kapit. Embodiment of luxury, aesthetics, comfort and
versatility. Covid Last-minute shopping for essentials before Song goes into lockdown. Nation
03 Feb Kapit and Song residents to get food aid. Arts 18h ago Premium Virtual show serves
delicious blend of storytelling, food and song. Article type: metered. Did you find this article
insightful? Related News. Next In Nation. Stability of family institution main ingredient for rise of
civilisation, says Queen. Disabled elderly man found dead after altercation in front of Alor Setar
mall. Cops bust Mimi Vape gang, believed to be behind string of Langkawi shop, house
break-ins. Property developer fulfils pledge to build RM1. Covid Old folks' homes encouraged to
pre-register for vaccination plan. Police: Sugarbook founder to be charged Wednesday Feb
Sabah govt announces ease of travel restrictions until March 4. Trending in News. Stories You'll
Enjoy. Load more. Download now! We would love to keep you posted on the latest promotion.
Kindly fill the form below. Disclaimer: by clicking the Submit button, it is deemed that you
consent to the rules and terms set forth in the Privacy Policy as well as Terms and Conditions
set forth by this site. Thank you for downloading. We hope you enjoy this feature! Didn't work?
Try downloading again. Purveyors of Electronic, Musical and Vintage goods from then, now and
in between. Since Only if we do not have a "viable" unit in yet, either already in process or in
line to be processed, that may potentially need parts from a "parts unit", will we release
available parts for sale even though they may appear as available for sale to the public. As
many of you know, the restoration of a unit can be a long, time consuming process. We may
"lock up" parts that we may potentially need in the restoration of a unit and not necessarily get
it marked 'Hold' or 'Sold' on the site right away. Parts Photos ; We get a number of requests for
'photos' of a specific part. Unfortunately, in most cases that is not practical as the amount of
time involved in posting that exceeds the value of the 'unique' part. We will sometimes post
photos of less 'unique' parts, if there is a greater chance of them being available in multiple
quantities, or on a more 'repeat' basis. Thirdly, the 'rarity' of the part. Forth, the 'condition' of the
part. Fifth, the difficulty to extract the part, or success rate for extracting certain parts. Sixth;
frankly it's a LOT of work and time to part out a unit. Most take 1 to 3 days of shop time to
process. On many circuit boards we will list every 'semi-conductor' which is also very time
consuming. Sorry to sound like a "whiner" about selling parts, but "time is money". Shipping :
Shipping on most 'small' parts if typically via Postal first class or Postal Priority for both
domestic USA and international orders. Larger parts such as transformers and drivers speakers
are typically via FedEx gnd. Due to their size and required packing supplies, the cost of 'packing
for safe transit' and shipping are commonly 'disproportionate' to their cost, typically nearly
equal to and sometimes greater than the cost of the part. Think about it. An empty speaker
cabinet or stereo receiver case is essentially the same size as a complete one. Yes the weight
will be less, but most of items that size are calculated on 'dimensional weight', not actual weight
so are commonly just as expensive as shipping a 'complete unit'. Secondly empty component
cabinets have to be packed to disallow breakage, typically requiring nearly as much packing
materials as an entire unit. Speaker grills have to be 'sandwiched' between foam sheets in large,
custom ordered boxes all relatively expensive. It is what it is Most folks get that. Again, the
parts are first for the restoration of our units and secondarily for the public market. Since we list
the parts available for ourselves, it is not much effort to modify the menu's for web publication,
which in turn makes the reference information and occasionally the part available to the public.
Frankly, publishing them to the web, in many instances, makes it easier for us to determine if
we have the part for our needs as well. The alternative to all of the above would be to not offer
them at all to the public, however most parts are available to the public for sale. Also, parts
requests can occasionally take time for us to respond to. Sometimes we just can't figure out
which cabinet or drawer parts were assigned to and we're working on a system for that one.
Again, we simply do not have the time resources to do that. Our time must be utilized on the
requests we can fulfill. Sorry for all the excuses, but that's how the 'system' or lack thereof
works. And, i f you don't see it, we likely don't have it. Thank you for your understanding. We do
not have this unit available for parts, this information is ONLY for cross-reference. This unit was
not parted out and was sold complete. Walnut wood end caps for face - Excellent cond. Tuner
and all inputs work fine. Didn't work with any further. Rear panel, less all component parts.
Bracket , AM antenna bracket W However, this one has a transformer "part number" that is from
the "KLUW" version, but is still 'multiVoltage".?.? Unit VERY good cosmetically. Very good with
only minor edge 'tics'. Most buttons still intact except lowest row. Circuit Boards , "Connector

Assembly" circuit Bd. Circuit Boards , "Power Meter" circuit Bd. Panels , Face panel with glass
good cond. SOLD Occasionally this switch will be designed with 'duplicate' terminals on the
other side which allows the switch to be inverted for a 'fresh' set of contacts. Blows fuses
instantly. Outputs bad. You'll need to do our own research. If anyone has any definitive
information on any particular Pioneer to Toshiba substitutions, feel free to inform us. Face
panel with glass good cond. SOLD OUT Occasionally this switch will be designed with
'duplicate' terminals on the other side which allows the switch to be inverted for a 'fresh' set of
contacts. Face panel with cracked glass. Face plate itself good cond. Also, was a bit too 'dirty'
cosmetically for us to start on sheet metal chassis and some internal screws had surface
corrosion. Mainly we didn't have an SX in our parts inventory, so it was time. All else worked.
Face, case, rear panel and face wood end caps in near new condition. Knobs all clean. Pots and
switches will be cleaned prior to shipping. The issue is that the pre-amp is low in driving the
right side. Didn't investigate any further. Probably would have been an easy fix. Cosmetically
rough. Ran fine. Rubber Lamp Sockets no bulbs included. See also SX, SX and??? Anodized,
brushed bronze finish. With transistors; 2SC, K30, and balance of resistors, capacitors, and
diodes. Inquire for part you need. Less clean. With some steady hands, we were able to do the
transplant and it worked fine. Scale length and throw the same. Needle only very slightly
shorter. We have a few of the rear panel parts avail. Likely driver board issues. Outputs tested
fine. Knobs all good. Face, case, rear panel and face wood end caps in great condition. Slight
scuffing along top edge of face see above photos. Knobs all look new with the exception of the
tuning knob that has some scuffing see above photos. Sold at least one output transistor, so
"complete" not currently an option now. Location: PB, South, left cab, grn, 2nd drawer. Unit
powers up, dial lights and function indicators l ight. Unit has power transformer output
problems. Face, case, rear panel are clean and in good condition. Knobs in decent condition.
Unit powers up, dial lights light, output relay does kick on , but power supply board was not
stable. Unit 'fair' cosmetically. Many changed knobs. Face had some black paint spattered on it,
across the bottom surface edge, and some worn silk-screening. Rear panel had dents in one
end. Decent condition. Some wear to 'silk screening and a small scratch near 'Power' switch,
and a few 'tics' near 'Muting' switch and a few marks along 'top'. Walnut face End Caps end
caps are symmetrical. Good Cond. Cracked shaft repaired , but still works fine. Brown or White
unable to determine either between each other or to ground. Knobs all look new. Face, case,
rear panel and face with wood end caps in great condition small scuff on top edge of face platesee photos. Circuit Board , Tuning Circuit Bd. Not currently available from this menu. If you
aren't concerned with 'originality', you can simply utilize a pair of short RCA cables, or any
length for that matteer, but shorter looks better and is potentially quieter - Reference info ONLY.
Some parts used on the SX may be found on other Pioneer models however. Please look
through the page for parts that cross to other models to check actual availability. Unit power ed
up, dial lights and function indicators l it. Unit had tuner problems. Location: PB, S. We didn't
realize this until we had "chopped" the unit, other wise we would have simply identified the
resistors from the other side and replaced the bad components. Oh well. Our experience has
been that while this series is a bit labor intensive to do maintenance on, they are generally great
performers both sonically and for their tuner aspects. AND may or may not have 'barbed tabs'
still intact. Sorry, but they're rare in any condition, and we use them here at the shop. Switches
ONLY. Populated with ribbon connectors, Hitachi HA Inline packages , diodes, resistors,
capacitors etc. Also Populated with ribbon connectors, Hitachi HA Inline packages , diodes,
resistors, capacitors etc. Looks good with normal, VERY minor wear 8. Looks great and has all
it's parts and knobs. Email or call for part you need. Knurled, Black aluminum, with silver skirt.
Unit good cosmetically. Face, case, rear panel and face in great condition scuff on top edge of
face flip down cover, and wood case has some normal wear- see photos. String-wheel , 1. The
2SC's are bad. The subs test fine. Missing Power toggle cap Great
spectra 2009
94 honda accord fuse diagram
frigidaire dryer door switch wiring diagram
restoration projects if you have the skill sets or are versed in restoring Pioneer CT-F tape
transports. If Restored to our normal level depending on record quality and tech time theoretical
as we're not restoring it due to tech time constraints. Everything seems to work but the
transport will not stay engaged in any mode. Thus it's the "Chopping Block" for this fellow. All
parts look great. Cassette Decks. Reel - Reel Decks. Speaker Parts. Stereo Parts. HI-Fi
Accessories. Customer Care. Contact Us. Repair Resources. Restoration Steps. Pioneer parts
for Data Base info, cross-reference and when available occasionally for sale. Unit powers up,
dial lights and function indicators light. Unit has power transformer output problems and one

side has bad outputs. Pots and switches will be cleaned prior to shipment. Do your research
prior to contacting. Another one we are clearing out in 'as-found' condition. We just simply
aren't going to have time to restore them all so it's for sale 'as-is'.

